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the City of Johannesburg has witnessed many successes since the democratic dispensa-
tion of 1994.  the quality of life across the City has improved, economic growth has out-
stripped that of the country as a whole and social and infrastructure services now reach 
more of our citizens than ever before. in spite of these and many other successes, the City 
is still faced with many challenges.   the city remains highly unequal and importantly for 
this spatial Development framework, this inequality is embedded in space. the quality of 
life and indeed future prospects of our citizens are still strongly linked to where they are 
born, live, work and school. in this regard, a world class african city cannot be for a select 
few. Johannesburg should belong to and serve all who live in it irrespective of their back-
grounds and places of origin. We must all put our shoulders to the wheel, striving for the 
creation of a spatially just world class african city.

in conceptualising the spatial framework for Johannesburg, we face two broad challeng-
es. We must concurrently address the inequalities and indeed the mistakes of the past, 
whilst guiding future growth in a direction that is socially, environmentally and financially 
sustainable. the legacy of apartheid planning still lingers strongly in our urban form, ex-
cluding many of the City’s residents from the advantages of urban living.  the majority of 
the poor still live in single-use land areas at the edges of the City, far from economic and 
social opportunities. this spatial Development framework (sDf) presents an ambitious 
and yet attainable vision to address existing spatial inequality and to drive future develop-
ment, creating a more equitable, liveable, productive, sustainable and resilient City.

the core message of the sDf, compaction and mixing of land uses, echoes much of Johan-
nesburg’s democratic-era spatial policy which has seen success. Johannesburg is one of 
the only cities in the world to have become denser, rather than more sprawled over the 
past 20 years.*  the refined approach in this sDf, Compact polycentricity, seeks to address 
the triple bottom line of sustainability mentioned earlier.  the broad approach is threefold: 
first  it is to diversify and better service single-use, high density parts of the city (such as 
soweto, orange farm, Diepsloot and ivory park) into true City districts where people can 
live, work, learn and play. second it is to direct future City growth, including state delivered 
housing, into central cores of Johannesburg; specifically in and around economic centres 
and close to public transit infrastructure.  third is to connect these cores to one another by 
efficient, safe and affordable public transit systems, leading to a more efficient urban form.

the future Compact polycentric Johannesburg will have many benefits.  Citizens will be 
able to access jobs and other city amenities (including, services, schooling and healthcare) 
near to where they live. this will reduce travel times and costs and improve quality of life. 
infrastructure costs will be lower resulting in a positive return on investment. 

it is significantly cheaper to upgrade existing infrastructure capacity to serve higher densi-
ties than it is to build new infrastructure on the outskirts of the City. this approach of im-
proving rather than extending the infrastructure network, also results in long term savings 
in maintenance and repairs. brown field rather than green field development allows us to 
preserve the limited natural land we have, as a provider of valuable ecosystem services. 
Compact cities are also more efficient. higher densities and land use mixes reduce trans-
port emissions, complemented by the fact that public transit works best when servicing 
high density areas. 
the sDf defines a number of priority areas where future growth (mainly through redevel-
opment and intensification) should be prioritised. these include the inner City, the Cor-
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